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YOUNG EQUIPPED, CAPABLE OF LEADING TRANSFORMATION
Dear friends and partners, kindly
receive warm greetings from
the
International Leadership Foundation
and the Young Leader’s League.
It’s always a pleasure to inform you
of our activities and thank you for your
continued support.
ILF MISSION FOR 2013-2014

At the beginning of this academic
year 2013-2014, ILF renewed its
engagement to equip the young so that
they are capable of leading a positive
transformation at the personal, as well
as, at the societal level. Below are some
few indicators describing the personal
transformation process of youths .
•

From a self-negative image to a
positive identity

•

From cheating to integrity

•

From mediocricity to excellence

•

From ignorance to a knowledge
of the true value of African
resources

•

From the under-use of their gift
to its optimal exploitation

•

From a mentality of consumption
to a mentality of production,

•

From individualism to a deep
sense of community

•

From the exploitation of, to the
protection of the weak

•

From exclusion to the integration
of women in leadership

Our vision is to have youths referred
to as (3C): Competent, Confident and
Connected.
1.

Competent: In Leadership, in
practical aptitudes and fearing-God.

2. Confident: In taking initiatives,
in self-identity.
3.

Connected : To issues of their
communities.

To develop the youths in the
domains mentioned above, we shall
use the following activities and
materials:
1.
2.
3.

Lessons of leadership
Young Leaders clubs
Practical workshops
4. Transformation Project

In developing youths in a proactive
manner so that they become honest
leaders, confidents, having a mentality
of abundance and of excellence, we are
building a foundation for a strong and
prosperous Africa.

left out; it mobilized 70 students for
workshops on Photography, Drawing
WORKSHOPS AT THE COLLEGE
LA VICTOIRE
and Serigraphy. The students have been
challenged to produce something on
their own before the end of year, with
the help of their tutors. Though we
observe much enthusiasm and big
numbers at the beginning, we are
expecting to have a more stable
participation by the middle of the first
term. We shall then have a steady
number of students in various clubs and
workshops.

STUDENT MOBILIZATION
FOR 2013–2014
In partnership institutions, the
teaching of the Leadership and
Development Studies course “LADS”
has effectively started by an
introductory class followed by a class
on time management. But the main
activity during this first month was the
sensitization and the mobilization of
students by workshops, tutors and club
coaches. This sensitization gave our
coaches the opportunity to present
various clubs’ activities to students.
Club workshop tutors also presented
the specific learning activities of their
various workshops. College IPONI has
mobilized more than 100 students for
four workshops: knitting, gardening,
bamboo arts and craft, and banana
leaves arts and crafts. College les
Sapins mobilized 50 students for
workshops on rearing, theatre, cooking,
and decoration.

Awareness: Drawing, Serigraphy and
photography workshop at college de la Victoire
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The College La Victoire was not

Building leaders of integrity to transform Africa

